
Lofoten ski experience 
“ A Unique Ski Touring Trip” 

CLASSIC PROGRAM



The Lofoten archipelago
A SMALL SKI TOURING PARADISE

The Lofoten Islands form an archipelago located north of the Arctic 

Circle. This treasure of nature offers breath-taking mountain landscapes 

and deep blue fjords. The climate is particularly mild here, thanks to the 

Gulf Stream bordering its coastline.

« The beauty of this place is simply astounding.  »
— Lonely Planet



For the past three years, the town of 
Henningsvær has been our homeport of choice 
during this unique trip, lead by the Guide Val 
d’Aran team and several local professionals 
who enable a genuine and warm meeting.

Henningsvær is a fishing village of 500 
inhabitants, surrounded by the waters of 
the fjord and located south of the Lofoten 
archipelago. 

Its reputation matches up its beauty: 
splendorous landscapes, typical colorful 
houses, local people...

Henningsvær
THE VENICE OF THE LOFOTEN

For the past 5 years, the town of 
Henningsvaer has been our homeport of 
choice during this unique trip, lead by our 
profesional mountain guides team and 
several local professionals who enable a 
genuine and warm meeting. 


Henningsvaer is a fishing village of 500 
inhabitants, surrounded by the waters of the 
fjord and located south of the Lofoten 
archipelago.


Its reputation matches up its beauty: 
splendorous landscapes, typical colorful 
houses, local people...




Our trips are planned, developed and executed 
by a passionate team. Thus the relevance 
given to the human aspect and attention to 
details in each and every project we take on. 

Our trips define us: in a thoroughly selected 
area, we propose quality routes, with exclusive 
cuisine and accommodation.

. An unrivaled setting to ski surrounded by fjords, merging ocean and mountains.

. Privileged access to remote, unknown places thanks to the boat

. Our lodge has an ideal location combining comfort and good hospitality. 

. And our chef will make you discover local specialties !

Our philosophy
PASSION . AUTHENTICITY. HOSPITALITY

OUR 

STRENGHTS



The mountains at the Lofoten Islands offer 
unique skiing on mind-blowing powder !
The ocean at the feet of the mountains allows 
descents along different orientations.

Between the sea and the mountains the 
landscapes are amazing and enable 
unforgettable ski tours...

The variety of the terrain and the diversity of 
the orientations offer an unrivaled playground 
for all levels of skiing: mellow slopes facing the 
sea, couloirs overlooking the fjords...

All our trips are lead by UIAGM guides who 
are perfectly familiar with the terrain, and will 
know how to adapt both to the meteorological 
conditions and your demands.

A trip adapted to your wishes
THE LOFOTEN ISLANDS, A CUSTOM PLAYGROUND



Program
DAY BY DAY

DAY1 . Welcome

. Welcome at Harstad/Narvik (Evenes) airport and transport to the lodge.

. Welcome dinner and presentation of the lodge in Heningsvær.

DAY 2 . Briefing on the equipement

. Briefing on security and equipment check-up.

. First ski touring day.

DAYS 3 to 7 . Five ski-touring days

We’ll be moving to a new location every day to be able to reach the surrounding summits.
Ski touring day including an ascent to one of the highest skiable summits in the Lofoten, the 
Geitgallien

DAY 8 . Back to the airport

Return transfer from Heningsvær to Harstad / Narvik Airport (Evenes).

Our trip is planned on a base of 8 days ( 6 ski touring days). The ideal location of the lodge allows 
us to move forming a star with the surrounding summits. Your guide will lead you to a new area 
every day, located between 10 and 45 minutes of ski touring from the lodge, allowing you to come 
back to the comfort of the lodge every night.

. Ski touring day on areas exclusively 

accessible by boat

. A day to discover and practice a 

complementary activity: surfing in Undstad, 

kayak between the fjords, cod fishing...

. Duration: 7 nights / 6 ski days

. Altitude: 0 to 1 085 metres

. Average vertical drop: +800/1 000 metres

. Topography: varied terrain, adapted to 

all levels. From smooth slopes to exposed 

couloirs. . Group: Max. 6 skiers per guide.

SUMMING
UP

OUR 

STRENGHTS

Svolvaer ( Lofoten )

Svolvaer ( Lofoten )





Our "Lodge" accommodations. 

After 5 seasons offering our ski trips in Lofoten, we have been growing and today we offer you 2 Lodges in Henningsvaer, both of them are at the 
height of the experience we want to offer you: both are authentic and comfortable with their own style but very Scandinavian.


Lodge 1, is an accommodation that combines tradition and modernism with very comfortable environments. It is where we started and we could 
say that it is our main Lodge.


Lodge 2, just a few meters away is another great Lodge. A fully restored house that is practically on top of the water.


“Henningsvaer” traditional fishing village.



Accommodation
A SCANDINAVIAN LODGE. COMFORTABLE. ADJUSTABLE

The lodge is much more than the base camp: 

it’s the neuralgic centre, the cosy nest, the 

place to share...and it absolutely measures up 

to the experience we wish to offer you: it is as 

authentic as it is comfortable.

Ideally situated in the heart of our playground 

in Henningsvær, the lodge is one of the oldest 

fishermen house in the port. Today, it has been 
renovated thinking on every single detail to 

offer you the best possible ski experience in 

the Lofoten Islands!

!"#$%&'&
“Where everything started”



. Sauna

. Drying room (boots, gear...) . Blackcrows 

ski test

. High speed Wifi

. Ski repair workshop

. Ocean kayaks

It consists of two living rooms, five bedrooms 
and four bathrooms, distributed on two floors. 
A lodge ready to offer you all the necessary 
comfort after an amazing ski day. 

OUR 

STRENGHTS



!"#$%&(&
“ Just in the water ”



This lodge was an old fishermen's house from 1870 and has been completely 
renovated in 2016.


Old parts of the house have been preserved adding all the comfort, the color of the 
Lodge is a very characteristic light green from the old times while the inside 
decoration is a modern and minimalist Scandinavian style. 


The main house has 4 rooms: 3 double rooms and 1 twin room. In addition to 2 
bathrooms.


There is also a second house with 2 extra rooms: 1 double and 1 twin in the attic 
with a bathroom.




This magnificent Lodge is basically located on the sea, a 
very typical construction of the area.


The house has a living room with a fireplace and TV to relax, 
as well as several spaces and corners for reading and a large 
kitchen where breakfast is served by the hosts of the house.


On the ground floor there is also a second kitchen-dining area 
with a large wood-burning oven where Sigurd and Ann-Cathrin 
make bread for breakfast, among other things.


There is also space on this floor to leave the material and dry 
it, as well as a sauna with direct access to the sea for the 
more daring.


There are also kayaks available for those who want to enjoy 
Henningsvaer by the sea.




An elaborated local cuisine.

Is there anything better than arriving in the 
lodge –after an intense skiing day- than a 
relaxed appetizer followed by dinner in good 
company ?

Every night, Johan Petrini, our Norwegian 
chef, elaborates a meal consisting of three 
courses. This exclusive menu, prepared with 
fine fresh products, enables you to discover 
typical local products.

A treat for high-end cuisine lovers...

. A chef ready to meet your wishes and demands.

. Wine cellar: the menu can be served with wines paired to the flavours proposed by Johan, previously 

hand-picked for us by a wine association.

. It is possible to watch the chef while he prepares the meals.

Johan Petrini, our chef 
PROFESSIONAL. NORWEGIAN. KIND

Follow Johan on the social networks !
Instagram / Facebook : @bypetrini

OUR 

STRENGHTS



« Each night, Johan Petrini elaborates a meal based 
on fresh local products.»



Navigating around this islands and fjords by boat is a 
unique experience that is highly recommended.


This option offers the possibility to access wild and little 
frequented places. Boat trips offer wonderful 
landscapes of unique beauty.


We offer this as an extra option, with extra cost.



INCLUDED 

- Group of 4 to 6 people, maximum 2 groups per Lodge, each group led by a UIAGM qualified mountain guide.


- 7 nights accommodation in full board in one of our Lodges in Henningsvaer.


- 6 days of ski mountaineering activity.


- Vehicle for all transfers driven by your Guide, including pick up and drop off at the airport in Svolvaer airport.


- Optional extra cost: Ski day by boat to discover areas not accessible by car. Price according to the number of people.


- Possible to rent Ski Touring skis from Kastle and safety material.

CLASSIC
Create your group 4 to 6 pax.


Price from 2.850 € ( based on a group of 6 people*)


* Less than 4 pax. please contact for more info.


* Our rates do not include flights from destination to Lofoten Islands nor alcoholic beverages.

Prices 
FLEXIBILITY. ADAPTABILITY



CONTACT:  

OUTNORDTRAVEL 

info@outnordtravel.com 

Tlf: +376670751 

www.outnordtravel.com 

Escribe texto

Seguidnos en las redes sociales! 

Instagram/ Facebook @outnordtravel

mailto:info@outnordtravel.com
http://www.outnordtravel.com

